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There can be no doubt about it any longer. This is the year of change. The harsh winter has done

little to dampen the enthusiasm of the folks all across our region who are primed to ride the

coming wave of locally-made products, in particular, the fermented beverages we have covered so

extensively in this blog and beyond. What began as a trickle is quickly becoming a rushing deluge

of good news regarding the success and popularity of our homegrown movement. We will not be a

statistical outlier. As the rest of the nation goes gung-ho for craft beer, wine, and spirits, so too

shall New York, and, in particular, our little alcove of that greater whole. For Albany and the

surrounding environs, the warehouse district has become the epicenter of that movement. Our

embrace of this cultural shift will bring with it the possibility and, indeed, the promise to growth

and renewal.  As the wind whips between the warehouses lining Broadway, pulling refuse and

urban tumbleweeds in its wake, there is a reason to smile.
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many of us knew to be true: Albany is laying out the welcome mat for the state’s first farm

cidery. The Nine Pin Cider Works has arrived.

The revolution is upon us. It is become more and more readily apparent that 2014 will be the year

of the greatest leap forward for craft brewing in recent memory. The number of breweries lined up

to open in Albany and the outlying areas is growing seemingly all the time. In fact, in the United

States, there are as many breweries in the planning stages as there are open to the public.

Proving that we do not live in a vacuum, by month’s end Nine Pine Cider will be serving their

hyper-local product to the Capital Region. To call this overall vision overly rosy is doing start-ups

like Nine Pin a disservice, even if their cozy little taproom is located directly underneath the big

painted rose of Broadway.

I met with Alejandro del Peral, the man behind Nine Pin Cider, in his almost-completed retail and

tasting space. His enthusiasm for his product is obvious. He’s giddy over cider.  Alejandro has

spent the last several years formulating his product, partnering with local apple orchards, and

putting together an immense space for cider-making right in the heart of what is quickly becoming

a revitalized neighborhood and nightlife destination. Nine Pin is the first operation on the scene,

but is itself just one perspective on a wider spectacle. The crew at the cidery get this: they’re

excited to hear what is going on around them, but they hope that their addition to the scene is a

worthwhile foundation. It is.

Upon entering the fermentation space, it’s impossible not to grasp Alejandro’s vision: totes, full of

conditioning hard cider, 20,000 gallons in all, line the floor from end to end. This represents Nine

Pin’s entire output for the year, because, duh, the local apple crop only comes in once a year.

Naturally, this presents logistical problems.

“We had to purchase the apples well in advance of the first hard cider sale. All of the money for

the space, the equipment, the manpower, all had to be spent knowing that revenue may still be

months or years away.” Alejando says, echoing a common refrain amongst those struggling to get

into the business, cider, beer, or otherwise. Luckily, through a strategic partnership with

Samascott Orchard in Kinderhook, the cidery was able to weather the financial hardships and is

ready to open its doors to the public in a few short weeks.

Alejandro’s desire to tap into the latent localism of the denizens of the Capital Region will propel

his new operation to greatness. His commitment to using local apples, all conveniently located

within twenty miles of his operation’s headquarters, helps create a standout product.

And this leads me, finally, to the cider itself. It’s fantastic. It’s crisp and refreshing. It pours a very

gentle straw color in the glass, with a pleasant light carbonation. It manages the perfect balance

between sweet and dry, knocking the artificially sweetened mass-produced ciders for a loop. I can

say with a certain amount of conviction that it’s the most solid New York State-produced cider to

date, and is on the same level as some of the finest hard ciders coming out of Michigan. Try it

yourself. Alejandro & Co. just signed a distribution deal with the fine folks at Remarkable Liquids,

so expect to see Nine Pin available at your favorite beverage center soon. Their Grand Opening

will be next Friday, February 28th, and it promises to be a fun time for all.
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1. Dennis  says:

February 23, 2014 at 6:17 pm

I’m looking forward to Nine Pin opening so I can stop by, but Greg, you need to take a breath and

lay off the buzzwords because I was actually tuning them out while I was trying to read the article.

“the year of change”

“locally-made”

“homegrown movement”

“craft beer, wine, and spirits”

“cultural shift”

“growth and renewal”

“revolution”

“greatest leap forward”

“hyper-local”

Yes, Nine Pin is a good thing happening to Albany and for the general area, but a little piece of me

dies when I cannot decide if I am reading a news article, blog post, or outright ad trolling with

keywords for something.

Greg Back  says:

February 24, 2014 at 10:20 am

Hey, somebody has to cheer lead for every good thing, big or small, that happens in this area. And

believe me, I’m not doing it for clicks or money.
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